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**Active Members**

Nancy Corbin Assaf
James and Mary Berglund*
Robert Blanchard*
Todd and Lannette Bloom*
Norman and Diane Blumenthal*
Pamela Y. Boynton*
Jeff Glazer and Lisa Braun Glazer*
David and Lisa Casey*
Bob and Becky Clelland
Cheryl H. Conner
Una Keyes Davis
Edward and Martha Dennis
Walter and Barbara Doren
Robert and Ann Dynes*
Phyllis and Dan Epstein
Edward and Rebecca Etess*
Kurt and Jennifer Eve*
Elliot and Diane Feuerstein*
Michael and Susanna Flaster
L. Michael and Pamela Foley
Elaine Galinson*
John and Anne Gilchrist
Gloria Gorguze
Steve Grady
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George and Paula Hauer*
Marcia Littler
Jocko and Nicki Marcellino
David and Patsy Marino*
J. Nevins McBride, Jr.
Craig and Susan McClellan*
Betsy & Scott McClendon
Virginia Meyer
John and Christine Michaelsen*
Drew Nelson
Andrew and Tracy Ann Nelson*
Tim Nelson
Scott Peters*
Phyllis Pfeiffer*
Irwin and Maryanne Pfister*
Chuck Ranberg and Robert Fisher
Robert◊ and Claire Reiss
Lynn Schenk
Joan Schultz
Neil Senturia and Barbara Bry*
Mark Stuart and Tim Rupe
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Top Producers Group
Peter and Sue Wagener*
Steve and Marilee Warfield
Marian Warwick
Ed Witt
Howard and Christy Zatkin*
Leo and Emma Zuckerman*

* Founders  ◊ Deceased
Endowment Builders

Highland Street Foundation
Katherine Adams
Richard Adams
Sherry Berman Ahern
Robert Antonio
Sherry Bahrambeygui
Rochelle Bold*
William Bold
George and Julie Bronstein
Matthew Browar*
John and Jeannie Bucher
Christa Burke
Ivor Royston and Colette Carson Royston
Paul Cleary and Tiffany Vandeweghe*
Steven and Sheri Cohen
Kathryn Colachis
Jonathan Colby
Dempsey Construction
Carolyn J. Downey
Mitchell and Julie Dubick
John Enright
Sandra Erickson
Peter Farrell*
Jake◊ and Norma Figi
Joel and Linda Fisler
Nancy Frank
Orrin Gabsch*
Murray L. Galinson
Geppetto’s Toys
Alan and Marleigh Gleicher

Hank Gotthelf
Cindy Greatrex
Dianne Gregg
David and Barbara Groce*
David Guss*
Karen Hickman
Lindsay and Nicole Holland
Paul Jacobs
Jason and Sarah Jager
Jeval Asset Management*
Arthur and Annette Johnson
Mark and Angela Krasner
La Jolla Historical Society
La Valencia Hotel
Larry and Mara Lawrence
Gary Levine
Jennifer Luce
Madison Gallery*
Jack McGrory*
Ellen Merewether
Alberto and Silvana Michan
Betsy Mitchell
Harle G. Montgomery
Charles and Susan Mueller
Elspeth Myer*
Gregory and Marilyn Noonan*
Peter Ovanessoff
Matthew Peterson*
Steven and Lisa Pite*
Lena Price
Edward and Nancy Quinn

* Founders
◊ Deceased
Jane Reldan
Arthur and Jeannie Rivkin*
Howard and Carole Robin
Michael and Marilyn Rosen
Harvey Ruben
Michael Ryan
Sandstone Construction Company
Marge and Neal Schmale
Lawrence Sherman
Thomas Shiftan and Maureen Clancy
Marvin Singh
Barbara Solley
Kathryn Stephens*
James and Elaine Storey
Judith Strada
Jon and Kathliene Sundt
Catherine Swafford
Philip and Gayle Tauber
Tayman Industries
The Greenspan Group
Lydia Thompson
Fred and Erika Torri*
William and Stephanie Tribolet
Geri Ann Warnke*
Linda Wells
Donna Widmer
Buzz Woolley*
Shahyar and Laleh Zayanderoudi
Karl ZoBell

* Founders
◊ Deceased